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Ed.itorial
The last nine months or so have been
really testing ones with reported UFO
activity on an almost unprecedented
scale. A very large amount of hard

members and member societies: many

groups and individuals not directly
associated with Bufora have also been

of great assistance in 'oiling the
wheels.' Our very sincere thanks to
you all.

We would also thank those many new
members who have volunteered their
services in various directions, but
whose kind offers of assistance have

not yet been taken up. It is good to
know there is such a strong reserve of
support we may call on when required.

Norman Olioer

London Lectures
Saturday, 1 October 1977, 7 pm: Research Methodology. Speaker: lean
Luc Delrieu (Special Guest from France).
Saturday, 5 November 1977, 7 pm: Ufology in Nottinghamshire. Speaker:

Robert Morrell, FLS, FGs.
Saturday, 3 December 1977,7 pm: ANNuar GsNrRer MrnuNc (Members

Only). 8.30 pm: The Welsh UFO Wave (non-members admitted). Speaker: Randall jones Pugh.

All meetings are held in the lecture theatre of Kensington Central Library,
Campden Hill Road, London V8 (otr Kensington High Street close to the
Underground Station). Guests and members of other Groups and Societies are very welcome to attend all meetings other than the first part of
that of 3 December which is for members only, though the talk on The
Welsh UFO \tr7ave at 8.30 pm is open to both members and non-members.
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Logic and the 'Scientific

Methsd'-part 5
Lawrence lV Dale

In Part I I mentioned Set Theory (ST)
and since this subject is closely related to Symbolic Logic I will say a
litde more about it. Those who have
studied a little elementary Electronics
rvill have read something about Logical
Circuit Theory (LCT)., ST is used in

LCT and the impact of LCT

has

affected most of us by its application

in

ST may, of course, be more advanced
than ours.

I

have been using ST technique in the

problem of 'Dimensions' and UFOs
and some of my results are interesting

but I need more data on 'High

Strangeness' cases and would be interested to hear from anyone who is
' Dimensionalist.'

computers and similar instruments.
(I must admit this has not necessarily In Parts 1 and 2 I mentioned very
improved some sections of societies' briefly Logic, ST and SM. Here I
techniques, though some people place shall comment a little more on SM . . .
the responsibility with the computer, SM aims to discover what the facts
as though it were 'alive,' instead of really are, and the use of the method
with the operators).
must be guided by the facts discovered
and some reflection. SM (allows us to)
However, we use ST when we think question whatever lacks adequate eviof 'everyday' matters as we look and dence to support it. I doubt whether
classify objects into 'classes.' The there is any single proposition that is
class of Human Beings, for example, beyond all doubt, but the 'weight' of
contains SUB-classes of humans with evidence for its support can be found
a low concentration of dark pigment by using SM. SM (helps our) enin their skin, and humans with a high deavours to find an interconnection
concentration of dark pigment. This between the facts since isolated propis, of course, a Scientific classification ositions are difficult to use alone.
and not a Social one. Other animals However, we are fallible and must
are similarly classified. ST is thus treat the method with respect to obtain
one of the fundamental subjects and full advantage from it. Other than the
we would probably advance very slowly desire to learn the truth, we must not
without it. One argument against impose our own desires upon the
ST is that we use it to put a ' false' method since this would falsi$ our
classification upon the universe: that results.
the universe is arranged in a random
manner and that ST pua an ' order' For Human Beings, there are usually
on it. This argues from the in- four major steps employed in SM,
correct comprehension of ST, but this known as the 'Essential Characteris not the place to continue the argu- istics' of Scientific Thinking. These
ment. I mention it only to stimulate are:
further thought and perhaps further
discussion on the subject.

What of 'IJfonauts' (assuming they
exist) ? They would probably classrfy us according to their own concept
and thus use ST in doing so. Their
2

1

The puception and thm the endeaaour

to grasp the nature of the

problem

before attunpting a solution.

2 An explanation fut means of an hypothcsis, uthich attempts a prediction.

3 An essential Deductiae part so as rc
' prozrr' the hypotlusis.

4

Verification by obsnoation and ex-

puiment.

Scientists and Philosophers generally

name this

'fndirect Induction.' Dir-

ect Induction is similar, but perhaps due

to lack of knowledge or otier re^asons,
the Deductive part (3) is omined, and
observation and experipent are used
for ' proof discovery.'
Theories and hypothesis are not redundant, as claimed by some, and
indeed those who think they are depend upon theories in their'everyday'
matters. Ve must, however, be sure

that an hypothesis is 'legitimate' and
satisfies the following conditions. It
must be:

(a)
(b)

of complying with existing

knmt:ledge.

(c)

Capable of being used as a principle

(d)

The consequences of deduction must
be capable of test by exprimmt or

in

It means we must not simply produce
an hypothesis about something because we have nothingelseto do. There

must be reasons or situations by which
we are stimulated.

Even an hypothesis which is insufficiently verified may be useful in
enabling us to perceive the facts to
some degree. An hypothesis may

prove to be incorrect, but to have been
useful in that it stimulated someone
into finding the correct one. An
hypothesis may not be totally in-

correct, and may suggest positive avenues of

investigation. Such is a'work-

ing hypothesis.'

SM develops the intellecnral senses so

that we face difficulties with obiec-

tivity.

Based on euents actually occurring.

Capable

(6) may need some further clarification.

deduction technique, and,

an appeal to

some other

faus.

SM settles differences without
appeal to our emotions. The truth is
not always easy to find and we should

qly"yq prepare ourselves for long
diversions. Everyone can benefii
from SM, not iust the 'scientist,'
providing we are sincere in our pursuit. We also need to be united.
Truth pursued provides that unity.
Truth pursued is Scientific Method.

Annual General Meeting 1977
The Second Annual General Meeting of BUFORA Ltd will be
held_at the Kensington Central Library, Campden Hill Road entrance, in
the Lecture Theatre at 7.00 pm on siturday-l977 December 3 to receive
the President's Addressr,the Chairman's S-tatement, the Report of the
Council of Manag-ement for the Year ended 1977 August 31, the Report of
the Auditor, the Accounts of the Treasurer, and to tlect the Mem^bers of

the council for the following year according to the Articles of Association.
Miss B

D Wood, Seuetary, on behalf of

the Council of Monagemmt. I Sept. 1977
Please note that a Member entitled to attend and vote at this Meeting is entitled to
appoint a proxy who need not be a Member of the company to attend'and vote in his
or her stead. Instruments of_pro_xy mrlst-b_e lodged at the coinpany's Registered offiti,
Hazelmont }Iouse, 9reg9ry lioulevard, Nottinfham,
before the time appointed for the Meeting.

not

less^

than ior&-eigtrt houri

Points from the Press
The Guardian of 26 April had a short
item on the 7 feet tall silver-suited

figure seen at the window of Billy and
Pauline Coombs' cottage in Little
Haven, SW Wales. Two weeks earlier
Mrs Coombs had been frightened bY a
'flying football' following her car.

Valeie Martin

The Western Telegraph of 19 May
mentioned Randall Jones Pugh was
investigating 5 new UFO reports
including a landing which flanened
grass. He held a meeting at Swansea
to form a West Vales Bufora branch
which 40 people attended.

***

***
The Sun of 18 May devoted a Page to
recent spectacular phenomena in an

area

of

intense defence activity in

SW Vales. The wife of the Coombs
farmer-employer saw a silver-coloured

50 feet long object shaped like a jelly

mould and high as a double-decker bus,
parked by the greenhouse. No oPenings were visible and after 10 minutes

it-went without leaving taces. In
Carmarthen, a women driving home

late saw flashing blue lights and her
radio was affected. Televisions and
radios in the vicinity suffered signal
suength failure although the BBC
said ihere was no drop in transmitted
signals. A young man walking near
RAF Brawdy noticed something odd
in the evening sky and later, a black
shaoe 40 to 50 feet across with a dim
glow around the underside. Suddenly
a figure dressed in silver, with high
cheek bones and round fish-eYes aP-

The Daily Express and many newsof 13 May carried the story of
the brilliant white object that baffied
Captain Denis Wood, his BA Trident
crew and passengers, while flying from
London to Portugal in July 1976'
which he emphasised was not a satellite, balloon or star. Alerted by Lisbon air traffic control on whose radar
the UFO showed, they saw 2 cigarshaped objects ' as big as battleships'
materialise, and on the return flight in
darkness the obiects appeared on
radar in the same spot. The incident
was referred to at the recent 10th
anniversary meeting of Sigap, whose
papers

Chairman, Omar Fowler, said the sighting was the most important world-wide

of the past decade. (See

Tident

trarks UFO-Vol 5, No 5).

***

In the Eoening Sentinel (Hanley) of 18
May, an Oakhill family claimed that a
oeared beside him. He hit out and silver ball hovered silently over their
hed home. A MoD spokesman said home for 10 minutes before moving
they knew of the reports' and people slowly away. Later editions quoted
concerned were not nutcases, and that an explanation by Tony Pace, Bufora's
they could not discount the possibility of Research director, that it could have
intelligent life in outer space. An been the American Sky Lab space
RAF spokesmen commented that the station which he had sighted about the
sightings did not fit in with their same time.
operations, neither did the descriptions
***
olspacemen fit with protective clothing
used by oil refineries in the area. (See
VoI 6, No 2 for details of sorne of these The Scarborough Eztening Nezrs of 6
May reported the Bufora investigation
reports).
into sightings of a brilliant golden ball
***
moving over Burton Agnes towards
4

the coast during early mornings. June
editions mention a crop of UFO sight-

ings over North Humberside, and a
craft like an aeroplane without wings
hovering 500 feet above Bridlington.

The Manchester Evening Nezus of 3
June had a short feature on the two
Nasa spacecraft, Voyagers 1 and 2,
leaving this autumn fo{ outer reaches
of the universe carrying recordings in
13 languages excluding Russian and
Chinese, which should last up
billion years.

to

a

October, which

* * *
In the

Basildon Standard Recorder of
27 May was a disquieting account of a
Laindon teenager put under sedation

after being terrified by a UFO. The
previous Sunday evening he saw a
yellow spherical obiect hovering over
Langdon Hills which accelerated towards him within 200 feet, then vanished. Suddenly it reappeared as a
red cigar-shape with flashing red lights

on top and black outline around it,
before rnoving off.

***
The Daily Mail of 13 May mentions
the Space and Science Fiction Festival
to be held at Humberside Theatre in

It

speakers,

local children on the UFO theme.
Additional

tU*:"T

material welcome.

The Evening Nears of 24 June tells of
an Ashford, Kent, housewife who saw
from her bedroom window one stormy
night, several glowing pyramids a foot
high in her garden. A few days later
while clearing the lawn she noticed
small burnt patches of dead and yellow
grass and a black oily substance.

***
The Eastern Eoening Neeus of 20 May
reproduced a drawing of the domeshaped object with a row of portholes
along the top and pulsating red light
underneath, seen by Stewart Bennett,
40 feet above the rooftops of Dereham
MarketPlace'

will include

exhibitions and a story competition for

***
The Scotsmq.n of 20 June had a column

on the newly-formed

Edinburgh
branch of Bufora, and a lecture by
Peter Hill, the secretary.

***
From a recent Australian newspaper
is an article on a strange brilliantly

coloured blue and silver red-rimmed
UFO which scared people and animals
in Victoria for several days. It moved
slowly then shot away at speed. One
witness at Piambong likened it to a
spaceship

from a comic strip,

after

seeing it hovering over a hill. A
search party found a circle of bare

patches in grass. An investigation
by the RAAF Flying School at Sale
has sent a classified report marked
'inexplicable' to the Air Dept Canberra, but an RAAF spokesman at
Richmond Airbase said the Piambong
sighting was consistent with passage
of a TV Relay satellite.

is proposed to produce an occasional technical supplement to the Journal.

This-will not me'an a reduction in size of the Journal nor a change in its
content. It is hoped the first supplement will be out in January 1978:
this will be free to members and available for sale to non-members as a
separate publication.

Si$hting quadrant for measuring elevations
Jatk

It is fairly easy to obtain a suitable and
reasonably priced sighting compass to
take bearing measufements for use in
field investigations. The determination of an accurate elevation is equally
as essential, and no meaningful calculations of an object's true path through
the air can be made without this.
However, cheap and easy-to-use devices for calculating elevation are more
difficult to come by, and very few investigators possess any means of mak-

ing this kind of measurement. The
following instructions on how to construct your own sighting quadrant, at
very little cost, should be most useftrl

to all field

investigators.

In

lVebber

(b)

Backsight: piece of hardboard
about 1t" x 1".
Scale: Semi-circular protractor 4"

diameter.

Pointer: strip of soft, faidy heavy
metal about 2f," x f,o, a

round or

cheese-headed

screw-bolt, washer and nut

to fit (app 1" long). Strip
of springy brass about lf"
x $-" (Terminal strip from
old flat torch battery).

5 iixing screws (6)
iru-" long.

small

gauge,

fact

Bufora recommends that anyone set-

ting out to investigate a

case should
carry a quadrant as essential equipment.

Should any member be unsure about
any part of the instructions or require

further information or advice, please
write to Jack Webber, 4 Embankment
Road, Kingsbridge, Devon TQ7 tIZ.

***

Materials required

1

of soft or semi-hardwood
Preparation
9'xll'x$".
Clean, prime and paint
2 (a) Foresight: small screw-eye, A Batten:
white (gloss) except for two ends,
Piece

baften, squared and smoothed, about

about

t"

outside diameter.

when dry pencil a guide line
down each side and round ends,
about $'from one edge: at cen-

B

tre point of line drill a fr" pilot
hole for bolt.
Protractor: Drill 3 pilot holes
(fr"), one exactly through intersection of 0' and 90'scale lines,
and one each in the first 10' segments of the scale, clear of the
markings. Clean back of protractor and paint white except
for a strip along the base-line.

C

Pointer: Round two corners at one
end and file other end to a point

exactly

on the

screws. Screw to batten. Enlarge

pointer pivot hole to take bolt and
test easy fit. Insert bolt through

centre line.

Smoothe all edges. About $"
from squared end and on the
centre line, drill $" pilot holefor

bolt. Enlarge this hole with

drill to allow bolt to pass without
binding.

D

Spring: Round corners of one end:
in first $" of squar.b end drill two
holes on diagonal for fixing
screws. In the other end drill
hole for easy passage of bolt.
Place about ft.' of round end in
vice (vertically) and gently bend
slightly away from you. Keeping the same face towards you,
place the square endabout f5" in
the vice and bend same angle

towards

you. The two

ends
should then lie in parallel planes.

E

Backsight: Pencil a centre line
down the length of the shiny
side. About {" from one end
and on that linedrill $' hole for
sighting. This will have to be
enlarged later, probably. Drill
two holes for fixing screws, one
about $" from the peep-hole, the
other about !" from the other
end. Round all corners, particulady near peep-hole, to clear
your eye-socket and nose.

hole, place protractor face down,
position pointer spring on bolt and
screw down. Remove bolt.

2

Glue and screw backsight on to end

of baften, with

peep-hole centre

fl6" above top edgeofbatten.

3

Screw in screw-eye foresight near
fore end ofbatten top, the centre of
the ring $-" above top edge.

4

Place washer on pivot-bolt, pass
bolt through pointer, then through
protractor and spring; apply nut,
and adjust for play.

Note-For a right-handed person the
protractor would be on the left of
the batten when sighting through
peep-hole.
positions.

If

left-handed, reverse

Zeroing

9l*p Quadrant in an operating position at one end of a long, flat, ltvel
surface. With a spirit level adjust
upper edge until horizontal.
Check that centre of foresight ring
and peep-hole are at the same heighi
above the surface.

Assembly

1

Take batten and protractor. Pass
shank end of *eo drill bit through
bolt pilot hole in protractor, then
into pilot hole in batten. Adiust
protractor Zero-line with guide line
on batten. Prick positions of two
protractor-fixing screw-holes, and
drill as necessary. Enlarge screwholes in protractor to take shank of

As far away as possible at the other end
of the surface erect a vertical strip and

spot-mark this

at the same

height

above surface as the sights.

Througtr the sights check that the spot
is in the centre of the foresight. If
necessary adiust the foresight by screw-

ing in or out the

ring.

pointer reads Zero.

Check that the

Operational Check
A sight taken on the Pole Star should
show an elevation within + 1' of the
Geographical Latitude of fie sighting
place. This can be found from OS
maps, where it is indicated on each
edge every 5 minutes of Lat. and also
by small crosses at intersections of
5 minutes of Lat. and Long. where
other symbols permit. -(eg: OS sheet
85, Durham: cathedral is app 54" 46$'
N Lat-say 54t'N).

Report-Extra

!

(At the end of July 1977 about midnight GMT and again six months later,
the elevation of Pqlaris is equal to the
Geographical Latitude. At the end
of October and April, the elevation is
1' greater or less respectively at the
same hour. During BST deduct one
hour from clock time to get GMT).

Presented by Norman Olizser

This issue, I'm sure you will agree, ' On the hight of 26127 May, we were
provides an excellent 'bill of fare,' to carry out an aftack on the Krupps
with reports ranging over a period of Armament Works at Essen. As far
more than thirty years. So-let's get as I recall between 400i 500 aircraft were
straight to the meat with the first item: involved in the raid. The great difference between this and previous
attacks was that Air Marking was to be
Giant'cigarette t over Essen
used: details ofthis technique are now
see cooer illustration
readily available in most technical books
This report comes from Mr G N Cock- about the period. (This was not the
fort of Bradford, who, at the time of first Air Marking raid, but an early and
the incident-26127 May 1943-was a big one). The Squadron's aircraft
Sgt Pilot trained to instructor standard,
Halifax lA's which, as far as I
later to become a Flt Lieutenant. were
remember, were equipped with the 4
This is his story:
Merlin 22 engines and normally car'My own Station was RAF Little ried a crew of seven, as this type was
Rissington, which at that time oper- equipped with a mid-upper as well as
a rear turret. Our briefing was to
ated as No 6 (P) AFU(PilotsAdvanced
Flying Unit). From time to time bomb from a height of 20,000 feet,
permanent staff in Training Comm- which in the event proved impossible
and were sent on operational attach- as the upper air temperature was higher
ment, particularly when any new than expected, thus reducing the
operational procedures were to be engine's efficiency. General visibility
tried out. During May 1943, I was over the target was quite good.
seconded to No 77 Squadron, 4 Group ' I cannot remember the time of takeBomber Command operating from off nor landing, but the logged durElvington, near York. (It may be of ation of the trip was 4 hours 40minutes
interest that this was the satellite and and it was still dark when we returned
twin squadron of the famous 102 to base. I have, therefore, estimated
Cheshire VC Squadron operating from

Pocklington).
8

the time over the target as app 0100
hours, which may be inaccurate.

'We experienced the usual flak, ship
and coastal battery flak, when crossing
the Dutch coast, and were attacked by
a German night fighter identified as a

After a very short space of time, 20/30
seconds, it suddenly began moving and,
retaining its attitude, climbed arvay,

The barrage flak in the Ruhr Valley
was extremely heavy, pafticularly in
the last few minutes on the approach
to the target. The first wave had

already bombed and the general target
area was well alight.

accelerating extremely rapidly until
vanished from sight. The speed it
attained seemed to us, in those days,
completely incredible. It was certainly into the thousands of mph. As
it accellerated, the oudine became
blurred and the shape foreshortened.
The size is more difrcult to judge, but
it was very large, certainly very much

'It

bigger than our own aircraft, appearing
at least as long as a king-sized cigarette

JU 88 by our Rear Gunner, but fortunately sustained no serious damage.

in the 2/3 minutes before our
final run-in when we were at app
18,700 feet when we saw in front, but
slighdy to port and about the same
was

height, a long cylindrical object, silvery

gold colour, very sharply

defined,

it

or small cigar at arm's length.

We

then completed our bomb run and returned to base.

'The

hanging in the sky at an angle of app
45'. There were, evenly spaced along
the length of the object, a number of

us was given a description of

whether or not there was a second row
beneath them (or of their number).
As previously stated, my function was
to observe the Air Marking techniques

which, since apparently harmless, was
of far less importance to us than other

Intelligence Officer de-briefing
this

object but we were unable to judge what

I am importance was attached to it by the
not quite certain after all this time authorities and, quite frankly, it was

what appeared to be port holes.

I

was supernumary air crew as
Second Pilot. The first crew member
to sight this object was the Captain,
at that time Sgt/Pilot Ray Smith of the
Royal Canadian Air Force (later commissioned and awarded the DFC).

and

Beside Ray and myself, other members
of the crew to see the object, which was
called to their attention by the Captain,

were (1) the Bomb Aimer, (2) the
Flight Engineer, (3) the Mid-Upper
Gunner and (4) the Wireless Operator.

The Navigator did not see the object,
partly because of his position in the
aircraft and particularly because he was
extremely busy at this moment of the
operation: neither did the Rear Gunner see it, for obvious reasons.

' I think that the first reaction of most
of us was amazement because this
object just had no right

to be

there.

just another unusual

phenomenon

wartime hazards.

'I have never seen anything of this
nature either before or since, and have
never seen any of the saucer-shaped
objects, but in retrospect I am quite
convinced that this cigar-shaped UFO

was of extra-terrestrial origin. One
further point was that when it started
its climb away, there was no apparent
motive power-no rocket flare-and
since the bombing time was so close
and the target already visible, we were

extremely busy and

no instrument
if any took

effect was noticed, even

place. Although it happened a long
time ago, the sighting was by a group
of experts, none of whom could offer
any rational explanation.'

***

Cltfr-top sighting

Portloe,

Cmnwall

It

then disappeared to my left ooer the

other cffi top. All those present clearly
saw the object . . . ." The object was
round, gold in colour and sharply de-

fined.

***

Channel Island Lights
Ina N Vautier-UFOJA
Mr Lombard was lying in bed at his
home in St Saviours, Jersey about
midnight on a night in August 1976.
It was a warm summer's night and he
was looking at the stars. Suddenly
from the south-west there appeared a
bright pear-shaped light, travelling
towards the house at tremendous
speed. He got up-his wife had seen
it also, hnd after the light had gone
over the house they went to the children's room to wake them up, and the
children just had time to see it as well.
Mr Lombard and his wife then returned to their room and a minute or
two later a similar yellow pear-shaped
object appeared using the same flight
path travelling north-eastwards in a
similar manner.

This occurrence took place on 5 August
L973 at 11.15 pm, and, in the witness'

own words, " I walked out of

the
was staying: thcre wqe
about a dozm people standing outside in

building where

I

groups of three or four, talking. Suddenly I heard the sound of ruslting wind:

I

could tell without looking up that

it

rotating. Someone shouted, ' What the hell is that ?'
On looking up I could see an object corxing
or)er the cffi top to my right (we utne in
a oalley). As the thing came ooerhead,
I could see it rnore clearly. It was
rotating fairly slowly and also mwing
slowly. It passed ozterhead, and at the
points marked ' A' on the diagram it
appeared to be gloaing- slightly. There
whatever

was,

Tpas

was no engine noise andno aapour
10

trail.

***

Hampshire t Catamaran t
Ino M Handley-IVATSUP
This sighting was preceded by a very
peculiar and intriguing incident which
makes no sense whatsoever!

At

4.50 pm on 6 November 1976, the
witness was in his home at Lee-onSolent when he noticed a 'smudge'
(somewhat like a thumb-print) on the

lower part of the window pane. The
'smudge' then proceeded to move up
the window and out of sight.

The witness went to the window at this
point, and on looking out immediately
noticed a strange ebony-black triangular object moving ('base'-first) over the
house. His general impression was of
something like a delta-winged bomber
on top of a catamaran.

t

did: we all watched it for about a minute.

*.*ut'

It wmt in and out of the clouds and
finally disappeared through one.'

T
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The 'floats' protruded somewhat over
the 'base' of the triangle, and be- The obiect was first seen at about 30",
tween them was an area where 'the then rose to app 60'. It had a round
sky wasn't visible'-further described front and appeared roundish at the
as a darkened area. At the apex of back also.
***
the triangle was a misty ball something

like vapour or smoke. The witness
considered that this ball of mist may

have been connected in some way with

the 'smudge' on the window
The object was visible

onds''

'for

pane.
a few sec-

* * *
I

I
?
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Hull Silver Cone
Ino D Shelton
On 25 May 1977 at about 8 pm, Dale
Roewas walking alongwithtwo friends
by the river Hull: as they were thro-wing stones into the water some jets
went by. Dale looked up to see the
jets, and as well as the planes ' there
was this silaer cone-shaped object:

it

was

solid and was going aery fast. It was
bright: I told my friends to look and tfuy

Woobrurn Green t Mexican

Hat'

Irw K Phillips
Darren
Leonard
Hawkes
The witness,
and a friend, David Gillitt, were walking across an open space at Wooburn
Green, Bucks, known as Winsor Hill,
about 9.30 pm on 19 May 1977, when
they noticed an obiect in the shape of
a 'Mexican Hat' gliding across the
sky. They were stunned by the apparition but continued to watch the object's progress: it reached a nearby
group of trees and hovered above them.
ft was then seen to be surmounted by
a dome and to be emitting flashing
lights: the whole strucftlre was the
apparent size of a Boeing 707. Both
wimesses were struck by the uncanny
silence of the environment-not even
the obiect was emitting any sound.
11

The object was in view for at least flashing at random. Karen watched it
off until, fairly low in the sky, it disappearto vanish over the horizon. The ed behind a cloud. -Her y6ringer
following Friday it was.again seen by brother had seen a red glow ahb whilst
the witnesses and this time David was on a paper round in Eaig Road, but
uFl" !o view it through field glasses: thought-nothing more ol it till he
twenty-five minutes before it moved

this time too, they had a camera with heard of Karen's experience.
them and attempted to take a_photorvlRs podEis
graph: resglts are -awaited. It was
,,r"*;*,*q
suggested

by the local postmistress

(

(Darren's grandmother), that another
6-o -e
o-o-o-^-o
witness had seen the same or similar
object land in a nearby field. This was Go-Q-e-.o-"
inspected by the

and
depressions'were

NIC for

I
J

traces,

$i\rE"

tw6 roughly circular
noted in the grass. No other anomalies were found and this witness was
not located. Enquiries are continuing.

7

7

***

The Branksome Park

Case

-----a

\

*o*.n .^
Ino Rachzl Dear
7ot ori-Ecrro*
\:::t_:
'BEFsroNs
FL\qHr
rll\nr
<-/
D_^^_r_
-L^
-^_
This unusual report from the Brank- oc-aw,(c1
some Park/Canford Cliffs area of Poole
buzzing was described as' Iike an
in Dorset came from Karen Beeston The
electric razor.' The obiect was about
aged 14,who had just started her paper
round soon after 7 am on 17 January the size of a helicopter and at the
1977, when she noticed that all the height of a small block of flats. It was
birds that would normally be singing not seen to emerge after disappearing
had fallen silent. The only bird noise into the cloud.
came from seagulls-a screaming which Karen, however, was not the only
she had not heard before. About ten witness. Mrs Joan Power was walking
minutes later she saw a very large cloud:
up her garden path at 7.15 am that
the rest of the sky was dark with a few morning and saw a cluster of very
small clouds, but this one really stood bright lights. The overall shape was
out: Karen said she'd never seen any- 'saucer-shaped with porthales just as
thing like it before, although the sky is you would imagine a Flying Saucsr
often tinged red from the lights over to be.' The object, she says, was just
Bournemouth.
hovering above the rooftops of Heckford
Road, and as she looked it was as
She went on, but kept turning round
though
someone saw her and put the
as she felt someone was watching her
lights
out.
The next day she had
and it was when she was delivering a
paper in Buccleuch Road that she saw earache which she had never had before.
the UFO. It was darkrbuzzing lightly When I(aren had reached home, her
and travelling very slowly. The shape mother suggested she phone the Evenwas similar to that of a streamlined car ing Echo offices to see if anyone else
and the object had red flashing lights had seen anything: there was no
around its centre and white flashing thought of publicity, but the result was

lights around the end: these
12

were

that the story appeared in the paper.

I
t

This brought forth a further witness
who was frequendy out walking her
dog between 6 and 7 am and who
claimed to have seen a similar object
on two previous occasions. She too

of Karen's sighting and at first had
thought there was a fire over Poole,
then realised the lights were flashing.
They had lit up quite a large area and

had seen red flashing lights at the time

minutes.
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underside seemed to have an inward
Im: Barry King travelling spiral affair, the object itself
.
On 19 May 1977, the News at Ten had being likened to a large yellow sphere
been on a few minutes: Mrs Steel with a rim around the centre: this rim
glanced out of the west-facing bed- appeared to spin whilst the object
plane
room window and caught a glimpse of remained stationary. A small
a large, yellow sphere which promptly came from the south towards the
disappeared from view behind the object which immediately shot straight
colliding, it
roof chimney opposite. She ran and at the aircraft, but before
it.
The plane
over
'leap-frogged'
told her husband and both went on to
the balcony of their'flat in North continued northwards, now with the

Barking 'Repeater'

Street, Barking, Essex

to

observe,

WrTb.lEss Sxgrches

Stoe VrEr,rf

object behind it: after two or three
seconds, the obiect veered away and
headed east, going directly over the
witnesses very fast and becoming
lost to view.

LEb

/

t
LIGHTS REMAINED ON ALL THE TIME
_DID NOT FLASH.

tlnoeRsrog vrEw

Mr and Mrs Steel again watched with
their neighbours at about 9.30 pm on
22 May, and at 10.16 pm the same or
similar object appeared from the south,
slowly drifting in the direction of the
East End of London: it stopped and
hovered at an angle of 75' for a timed

34 minutes. During this period it

continually went up and down on the
spot, going straight upwards and executing a 'falling-leaf ' movement as
it descended, rising and falling for over

twenty-five tminues. Then

it

van-

ished on the spot and reappeared much

being joined a couple of minutes later

closer. Mr Steel stated he felt a
prickly sort of heat sensation at this
point. During the closest approach

by their next-door neighbours and witnesses also thought they could hear
their son. All five watched as the a low-pitched whistle noise similar to
object rose up from behind the roof- a whistling kettle, but this was not
tops at an angle of about 60'. Its heard in the real sense with the ears,
t4

c

but rather inside their heads-ultra- in front

of them in a westerly direction:

perhaps. This had also briefly this time it hovered for a few seconds
he-a1d
durlnC the sighting o{ 19 . and wirnesses could see two very big
!9en
M"L
After a_few seconds the object coloured lights beneath the object and
accellerated and shot eastwards straight attached to it. Vithin seconds it
over the roof, the time now being accelerated away eastwards over the
sounds

10.50

pm.

rooftops and disappeared.

23 May L977 agatn saw Mr and Mrs
Steel and others watching for the
obiect at about 10.20 pm, Mr Steel
this time having a paii of 8 x 40 binoculars. After a few minutes the
object appeared in the west, remained
hovering for an estimated 20-30 seconds, then suddenly flew high over
their roofvery fast andwas lost to view.
The following night the object was
again seen at 10.50 pm for ten minutes
at fairly close range. It behaved much
as before, but prior to shooting over
the roof jettisoned a bright green flarelike object which exploded, fading
rapidly.

Watching from their balcony once
again on 1June, Mr and Mrs Steel and
neighbours saw a large yellow globe
come over from the west at very high
speed at 11.10 pm, disappearing over
the rooftops heading east. At 11.20 pm
the same or a smilar object appeared

Perhaps it is only fair to add that the
Essex UFO Study Group have subsequently investigated these reports, and

f

understand there are some aspects

about which they're not entirely satisfied. On occasion there would also
appear to be the possibility of satellite
misidentification.

f

was personally at a meeting where
Steel produced a recording of the
alleged noise, and in view ofthe statement that this was not heard in the
real sense with the ears, but rather inside the head, onewonders howitcame

Mr

recorded ! Nevertheless, there
appears to be sufficient strange aspects
about the caseto justify its inclusion in
these pages.-Ed.

to be

***

Hainault Landing and 'Humanoid'
The Landing
Hainault Forest, Chigwell, Essex, just
north of Romford, covers an irregular
area less than two miles square, far less

extensive than Epping Forest to the
west. Nevertheless, at 3.55 am it is
certainly not over-frequented, the gates

to the area being locked at 8.30 pm,
and it was at 3.55 am on Tuesday, 3
May 1977 that the police received a
999 callfrom a Mr Samuels, who stated
that he had seen a strange object over
the Forest, and had made his call from

a phone box near the public
overlooking the Forest.

house

A

police unit with two officers was
to the scene: the officers
concerned were willing to describe
their subsequent experiences but wished to remain anonymous: this is what
despatched

happened:

The police car arrived at the Foresr
entrance and the officers decided to
take a look round the grounds before
contacting Mr Samuels. It was now

4.12 am. Having duplicate keys they
unlocked the gate and proceeded up
the small road leading into the grounds.

After a short distance they noticed a
large bright red light to their left, near
15
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the eastern side ofthe lake; they stopped the car, switched off the engine,
alighted and stood watching.

g

.(,

rrF

H0.

very bright red, similar to a car's rear
stoplamps at night: all the time it
seemed to hover silently.

The object they saw was red in colour

and partially obscured at the bottom
by small trees. The officers described its shape as like that of a bell
tent viewed end on, its apparent size
being that of a thumbnail at arms
length. It was at or near ground level
and they estimated its distance from
them at around 300 yards. During
the two or three minutes they had it
in view it pulsated continuously, its
brightness changing from a dull to a
L6

Sighting Summaries have been restricted to a table only in this issue:
full coverage will be resumed in the
nextJournal. UFO Repmting {g Scientffic Imtestigation of Rare Phcnotnena-

a

nvice-postponed article

Taylor-will

by

also then appear.
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Suddenly

the object apparently

dis-

spot-at least the officers
longer see it. Although

solved on the

could no

somewhat scared, they then split up to

search the area, and, on looking up
one of them saw a large white inverted
crescent-shape directly above him: as
he called out to his collegaue, this too

' dissolved' on the spot. Nothing at
all was found at the location of the

sighting, but there was a rather strong
smell of burning in a small area confined to the eastern side of the lake for

which they could find no cause. The
officers then returned to their car to
radio back the report and, remember-

ing Mr Samuels, who made the 999
call,went to the phone box, but he had
gone-perhaps understandably, since
over 25 minutes had elapsed since he

called. Subsequent attempts to
Mr Samuels proved fruitless.

trace

oeneaeD coRsE

BusH

The following day an examination of
the site was made first by Barry King,
then by Barry and Andy Collins; a
check revealed that one large fir bush
had sustained recent damage at the
location specified-see diagrams.
This bush was damaged in several
places, flattened in the centre and
burnt slightly here and there, one part
in particular being broken almost in
half at a height of about 5 feet-a
fresh, clean break. Photographs of the
site and samples were taken. Keepers
were questioned, but none could be
found who had seen anything of the
object.

Traces report and analysis
Follow-up investigations on traces
were carried out by Andy Collins and
analyses made by the Bufora Traces
Section.
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The follow-up investigations

reveal

that the damaged bush is a variety of
gorse situated to the rear of the large
lake. This bush is about thirty metres
away from the lake's edge, surrounded
by similar bushes. Two copses are
evident nearby, the first roughly thirty
metres away from the bush in the
opposite direction from the lake, the
other on the opposite side of the lake
app 100 metres away. Hainault Forest
borders the north side of the area and
at its nearest point is app 300 metres
away.
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Damage to the bush is quite extensive
and can best be described as if a large

heavy weight had been placed on its
central area, thc result being that all
branches over a height of 1.5 metres
have been broken or bent in a circular

pattern outwards, this spreading out
25 metres one way and 20 metres the
other. The central upright branch
has been snapped off, being attached
to the main stump onlybyafewstrands.
The diameter of the central branch was
over 3 centimetres and would have
taken some considerable force to break.

The height of the bush had been reduced from app 3 metres to 1 '5 metres
by the damage.
18
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There was no real evidence that the
bush had been burnt or scorched in
anyway, although some inner branches
did appear darker than the rest, but it
is thought this was caused by collecting

dust and dirt. A few branches showed
evidence of bark being removed, although again the bark separated from
the branches extremely easily and it is
not known whether it had anything to
do with the other damage. It must
also be noted that one branch of the
bush stood apparently undamaged at
a height of app 2.5 metres.
Samples from the bush.were taken on
4 May at 1900, but due to extensive
bad weather, controls were not taken
until 1100 on 8 May, as were the soil
samples. The control samples were
taken from a similar gorse bush app

diameter and seemed to be quite deep.
hole was also evident on the

A third

side of the puddle, although this had
no fixed shape and appeared only to be
shallow. These'bores'were app 10

metres from the two pushed dbwn
saplings and about 50 metres from the
damaged gorse bush. No other marks
at all were noted on this mud bank.

It must be stated that the pushed down
saplings and the 'bores' or 'holes'
may have nothing at all to do with the
damaged bush, but it was thought
relevant to mention.

Mr Baker, head warden, said he had
37 metres away. A wide variety of seen or heard nothing either of this or
pieces were taken from the damaged the 'humanoid' incident of 8 May
bush including the snapped off central and claimed that no-one would hav-e
branch, live and dead branches, sample been in the park at 04.15. The
of bark, twigs and dead organic matter ground's gates close at 20.30 and a
from around the roots. Soil was guard dog is used up to midnight, after
taken from ground level and app 4 which the park is deserted.
centimetres

down.

(See analyses).

The immediate area around the bush
was checked for any radiation traces
with a standard Ex MOD Meter

Contamination No 1 (5scg0012) Geiger
Counter at 18.30 on 4 May in the
pouring rain with a negative result.
The area was also tested with a compass for any deviation in the magnetic
field: again, the results were negative.
The general area around the site was
checked for any physical abnormalities
and it was noticed that two saplings
planted on a large mud bank on the
lake's edge, had been uprooted and
were lying in the direction of the lake.
These were about 50 metres from the
site towards the north-west. There
was a third sapling on the same mud
bank, but this stood about 8 metres
away from the others completely unscathed. One other abnormaliry was

More from Andy Collins and
Barry King on the Wooburn
Green 'Mexican Hat' (see
pp 11-12) in the liext Report

! Many other countrywide reports too-Don't miss
them!
Extra

Andy Collins also checked with the
Ministry of Defence and London,

Southend and Stanstead airports, but
none had received sighting ieports at

the beginning of May nor could any
confirm whether anything odd wai
noted on radar on 3 May.

The London Weather Centre report
for 04.00 on 3 May gave conditions
that on the same mud bank near a large as 'very wet-light to heavy rain:
puddle, rwo bore-like holes protruded temperature 9'C: light south-easterly
into the ground. These were app 10- wind of 5-10 knots and 8/8 cloud at
15 centimetres apart, 4 centimetres 800 feet with multilayer cloud above.
l9

'Humanoid sequel'
On Sunday, 8 May at app 7 pm, BarrY
King's younger brother was driving

back from Stapleford Airfield

near

Abridge, along the 8196 next to Hain-

ault Forest heading south

towards

Dagenham. He had just passed the
Forest entrance when a car came out
behind him. This contained two men,
one aged 35-40, the other 55-60. The
driver- flashed his heddtghts continuously indicating to Barry's brother
to stop. This he did just prior to
ascending

Hog Hill. The two

men

alighted and walked over, explaining

they had seen the DRPG (Dagenham
Phenomena Research Group) sticker
on the windscreen, and had hailed him
down as they had seen something
strange in the Forest that afternoon.
Briefly what they claimed was as

lower extremities were actually touching the ground or if it was ' gliding'

above. The witnesses did not

state

whether their dog acted up in any way.

At the time it was raining

lightly
little

which served to make the interior a

darker than usual, but the witnesses

state the figure stood out boldly against

its background. An appointment was
made with the witnesses in order to
obtain further details and clarify others
but this was not kept.
Having no further data the report can
only be taken at face value, but is it
surprising that within a few days of a
landing report, two men, presumably
unaware of this, should report seeing
what we might term a humanoid.

follows:

Traces Report

They had parked their car over the
side of the Forest, near the public
house less than half-a-mile from the
lake in a NNE direction: this area is
known as the Swamps, is marshy and

Samples were provided from the bush
apparently damaged by the UFO, the
surface near the bush and soil from

in dense woodland, very near to Taylors
Hill. It is usually
pretty dark there due to the proximity
of the larger trees which virtually blot

Plain and Cabin

out the sky. The two men

were

walking their dog when they heard a
loud rustling noise and observed, for a
few seconds only before it disappeared
in the bushes and shrubs, a very large
figure. This was coloured dark blue
but was bright, certainly brighter than
its surroundings; it resembled a very
large person in oudine, but no arms,
legs or anything could be discerned.

It

was about 8 feet tall and 4 feet wide,
according to the witnesses, and crossed
their path at a 90'angle at a distance of

feet. This figure was totally
silent except for the rustling noise
which subsided when they lost sight
of it. It is not known whether its
about 25

20

30 cm below the surface. (These
to as the test

samples are referred

samples). Samples were taken from a
similar bush 37 metres away from the
site of the test samples: surface soil was
collected also at this site. These sam-

ples taken 37 metres away from the
orginal site are to supply an indication
on normal conditions prevailing in that
area and are referred to as the control
samples.

No significant differences were found
between the organic and inorganic
composition of the test samples and the
controls. A difference was observed

in the water content of the samples:
however, this could be explained by

the locations within the site from which
the samples were taken. None of the
samples exhibited significant Gamma
emission

(radiation). Beta particle spec-

troscopy revealed no significant Beta
emission due to Phosphorus 32 or to

Carbon 14. AA the soil samples
showed a slight increase in Beta emission (radiation) due to Tritium.

In summary, we have been unable, so
far, to detect any evidence in these
samples of any unusual phenomena.

The bush samples showed an increase
of 1.5 times the background. Both
these findings are insignificant.

found no evidence

(This was about twice the background).

Uforum
Dear Sir

The United Nations and Alien
Activity
The Edinburgh Branch of Bufora noted

at its meeting on 30 June 1977, that
the Prime Minister of Grenada, Sir
Eric Gairy, has called on the United
Nations to set up an agency to monitor

'alien activity from outer space.'
Vhilst making no assumptions concerning alleged alien activity, the
Branch resolved that this move should

This does not mean nothing unusual
occurred, merely that so far we have

ofit.

S Gamble, Traces co-ordinator

Such an hypothesis attempts to explain what is perhaps the most puzzling aspect of the whole UFO phenomenon-its dual nature! For on the
one hand these strange craft show up
on radar, are photographed and leave
behind very physical traces such as
holes in the ground and radioactivity:
on the other, they appear out of nowhere and disappear again in the
twinkling of an eye. \?hile it is true
that when photographed, something
will show up on film, it is invariably

be supported in some way by Her

never the clearly-defined obiect acnrally

Maiesty's Government and we request

the absurd-even the surrealistic-

Bufora to consider appropriate action
to bring this to the notice of the Government) requesting an appropriate
form of suppoft for the concept of a
UN sponsored investigation.
Peter A Hill,
MItr/SOM, FSS
Leith, Edinhtrgh
Dear Sir
It is well known to those familiar with
the subject that paranormal phenomena occur quite spontaneously, and for
this reason, experiments in this field
of research suffer a serious limitation-

namely, they cannot be controlled to
any significant degree.

There is a good deal of evidence to

support the hypothesis that UFOs are
as much of a psychical as a physical
nature-and that whilst they are neither the one nor the other, they yet
possess certain characteristics common to both.

seen. And there is a strong touch of

about almost all 'landing' and 'occupant' reports. The occupants are
too human-too much in our own
image! They sometimes seem to behave, especially in the things they sayor otherwise communicatras though
they were in some way proiections of
our own unconscious. Indeed, those
who observe them at close range are
frequently affected psychologically and
physiologically

in a manner

suggestive

psychosis ! In fact, they might
easily be dismissed as such, were it not

of

for the very physical evidence already
mentioned and also, when taken as a
whole, these reports show consistent

patterns-often

in the most

trivial

details.

Therefore, we must at least consider

the possibiliry that UFOs are of a
paraphysical rather than a physical
nature. The question now raised is:
' If this be so, how should we proceed
2t

investigations ? An important
question because it is generally supposed, though not by scientists themselves, that paranormal phenomena are

in our

should be governed causally, all empirical evidence points that way. Recent discoveries suggest this holds
good in the paranormal field also . . . .
In the words of Sir James Jeans, the
universe now begins to look like 'a
great thought rather than a great
machine.' The spiritual and physical

susceptible to scientific method.
This is not simply because they cannot
be controlled, but because such phenomena are generally thought of as
belonging to an order of reality somehow different from and lying beyond
the physical causal universe-distinct
from it, yet on occasions manifesting
themselves by breaking natural laws.
This is what the common man means
when he speaks of the supernaturalthat which lies above and beyond the

two ways of apprehending the

natural.

sure that the physical laws which

not

are seen as two sides of the same

coin-

same

reality.

if the UFOs which haunt our
turn out to be more akin
to ghosts than to machines, why
should that worry us ? Ve may be
So,

skies should

govern them are as inexorable as any-

Scientists are divided in their approach

thing else in the universe-whatever

psychokinesis, precognition, etc.

will evolve out of
a mere extension of old concepts, but

to such matters. Some deny their else we may not know about
them . . . .
existence entirely, while others, grow. . . . I do not think that the solution
ing in numbers, accept telepathy, to
the UFO riddle
But-and this is important-insofar as
they admit tleir existence at all, they
consider them as part of the natural
physical universe. \fhich is not to

say that such phenomena fit easily, if
at all, into the existing scientific framework. For they don't . . . .

only through, as Hynek puts it, 3 a
mighty and totally unexpected quantum iump.' Then, I believe, we shall
have more than a mere explanation
for a phenomenon. \(re shall have a
completely new picture of the universe.

Whilst it must be admitted there is no
' a priori' reason why the universe

J P Dormer

London Wl.

INVESTIGATION APPEAL
The Council gratefrrlly acknowledges donattions of {5.00 from each of the following:

LTaylor

WHChester

SEChetwynd LEBeer

A further list will be recorded in a future
Journal. If you would like to contribute to
this essential work (see " Silver Suited beings
etc " in the July/August issue) please send
your donation to The Hon. Treasurer,
Stephen Smith MA, 5 Arndale Road, SherIIYVESTIGATOR: ' From Mars,
Sure looks like a hot potato to me !
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Si$htin$ Summaries
Code No.

Dste

Uncoded

14.9.59

App

Uncoded

Sept'52

App 2000

Uncoded

July

Uncoded

Spring

1963

Tinc

73-t

0l

5.8.73

Sept'75

75-262

12.8.75

75-263

8.3.75

76-375
76-376
76-378

Credit

A

Oval, spiming obiect

Tewkesbuy, Glos

'Bobbing' yellow obiect

G A B.lrcn

Cigar, manoeuvering

R

JONES PUGH

Anglesey,

Luge glowing objectlminous tail

R

JONES PUGH

2315

Portloe, Cornwall

Gold round obiect

900

Cheltenham, Glos

Silver buzzing'banana'

c2b

Two glowing discs

c4b

1430
2030-2100

|

75-261

Invetigator/

Report

Place
Exmouth, Devon

210O

1964166

7+145

Presentation fut Pauline Grego

2200

Nottage,

N

Mid-Glm

rVeles

Bedey, Kent

C3c

lits

CoLLrNs

C3a

G A

BAKER

Ifisbech, Cambs

One disc, one star-like
object

R W GooDLEy.
NtFosrs

2300

Bishopbriggs,
Scotland

Ormge-yellow cigar

A
G

DUGGAN

5.9.76

1700

Hitchin, Herts

Manoeuvering Lits

c4b

4.11.76

2125

Gillinghm, Kent

Glowing red oval obiec

C3c

2tt5

Scunthorpe, Lincs

Soudless bright lits

c4b

R

HALI-

?

2210-2215

7G379

27.11.76

2000

Zelah, Cornwall

Spherical light

76-380

23.t2.76

1640

Peritl, Cmbria

Two

rcud

glowing

SPEIRS

B4b

spheres

76-382

Oct'76

t930-2000

76-383

9.12.76

1845

Talganeg, Dyfed

Two manoeuvering lits

c4b

R JoNrs PucH

Milford Haven aea

Flashing dome with
filament

c4b

R JoIrns Pucn

76-384

14.11.76

Milton,

Glowing cigar-shape

7G385

28.8.76

2320

I:rling, Norfolk

Flashing'dimond

0710-0730

Poltsmouth

K D ITILLrAMSoN

rlng'

76-387

Mid-Oct

1905

tVoodhall Spa, Lincs

Metallic cigar

77-O23

18.2.77

0,140

Catford, London

Roud obiect-

77-O23

22-2.17

2t50

Catford, London

Sparkling

77-O43

26.3-77

1950

Little Haven,

'Inverted dish' on

B3c

lJr G CAU

77-U5

3.4.77

2tto

Glasgow

Mmoeuvering lits

c4b

77-04,6

27.3.77

2330

Rutherglen, Glasgow

Blue triangle

c4b

T
T

77-O47

14.2.77

1800-1830

Pmgbourne, Berks

Three spherical obiects

c3b

I

S

77-O49

2.3.77

1915-2020

Dagenhm,

Essex

Three md six sphericsl

c3b

B

M

KING

Essex

KTNG

Dyfed

flickering lights

lit

PR

c4b

ground

lights

N

OLTVER

O'Nnrrr
O'Nrrr,rRoYLANCE

77-050

2.3.77

1930

Dagmham,

C3c

BM

77-O5t

2.3.77

t9l5

Dagenham, Essex

Flashing orange lits

C3c

B M KING

77-O52

2.3.77

1925

Crmhm,

Ormge, green, red lits

c3b

B

77-O53

16.t.77

0805

West Ham, Ipndon

Huy cigu

C3c

B M KING

77-O54

2.3.77

I945-l 955

Chingford, London

Two ormge spheres

c3b

77-O54

2.3.77

2000-2015

Chingford, London

Orange cigar

c3b

Essex

Silver-white

cigr

HuDsoN

C3c

B

M
M

KTNG

KING

23

Codc No.
77-056

fnvBtlgator/
Crcdlt

Rcport

Plrcc

Datc

Tlmc

12.3.77

1930

Bridlinstm, N H

Yellow-white light ball

B4b
C,tc

77-O57

13,4,77

0530

Bridlington, N H

Horizontal blue ffash

77-058

,1.3.77

0r05

Llmsteffan, Dyf€d

Pale gold 'shuttle'

c4b

R

C,lc

R to)iDs Pucrr

77-O59

9.2.77.

0Erto

Pembroke Dock,

Silver sucer with

77-060

?3.2.77

1945

St Pauls Cray, Kent

Pulsating red obiect

77-060

23.2.7't

2027

St Pauls Cmy, Kent

Mmoeuvering red

77-060

23.2.17

1900

Maidstone, Rainham,

Red obiect

77-060

26.2.77

2118

Detling, Kent

Red pulsating obiect

77-O6t

15.4-77

1850

Alsager, Staffs

'Doughnut,' breaking
into silver obiects

A3b

77-O6t

t5.4.77

1855

Alsager, Staffs

'Diamond with studs'

A3b

77-O52

t8.3.77

1920

Barnards Green,

Bright white/orange
lits

77-061

13.4.77

1830-1900

Milford Haven,

Brilliant silver football

77-06'l

28.3.77

2loo

Newgate St, Hcrts

Dyfed

Kent

Malvem

liehts

JONES

PUGII

L

DALE

J

CASTLf,

D

JAMES

lvl

PRrrclr.{RD

c4b

R

JoNF.s PucH

Round white light

Clc

K

PHrLLIPS

obiect

Pemtrs

77-068

28.4.77

o545

Sonthorpe, Lincs

Silver cigar

C3c

A

DARI,EY

77-069

la-2.77

2lt5

Aberystwlth, Dyfed

'Kite with lights'

C4a

R

JoNEs PUGII

R

Jo\-Es PucH

77-O70

1830

Haverfordwest,

Blue cigar turning
ormge

c3b

1530

Llangranog, Dyfed

'Silver ballmn and

c4b

R

JoNEs PUGII

Spheroidal open lattice

B.lc

R

JoNES PUCH

R

JONES PUGH

R

[)EAR

R

DEAR

DEAR

Dyfed

77-O7t

7.2.71

't7-o72

3-t-77

77-O73

18.2.77

2145-2215

Aberaerm, Cardigan

Hazy kite-shape

c4b

77-075

17.1.77

071 5

Pmlc, Dorset

Red flashing lights

C4a

77475

11.1.17

07t5

Poole, Dorset

Red

light cluster

C4a

77-07 5

t7.1.71

07t5

Poolc, Dorset

Obiect with flashing
red lights

C4a

o7t 5

Poole, Dorset

Obiect with flashing
red lights

C4a

71-O75

Midnisht

Houghton,

Dfed

basket'

work

17-O76

21.1.77

l7l5

Poole, Dorset

Glowing bar of ligltt

c4b

17-O76

21.1.17

t

715

Poole, Dorset

Glowing bar of light

c4b

17-O76

2t.1.77

171 5

Poole, Dorset

Glowing bar of light

c4b

77-O77

24.1.77

0655

Poole, Dorsct

Manoeuvering lits

C,lc

R

77-O78

17.1.77

0710

Poole, Dorset

Flashing red light

C,tb

R

DEAR

77-O79

r3.3.7'l

2100-2130

Nr Llandeloy, Dyfed

Pem-shaped object and

C2c

R

TONf,S PUGH

77-O8t

lo,l.'11

o725

Ctarbeston, Dyfed

Bright round obiect

c4b

R

JONES PUGH

't7-o82

28.3.77

1940

Tadworth, Suney

Pulsating white light

c4b

B

GREEN

77-083

1.5.77

1710

Bridlington,

Bright yellow round

c,k

PR

24

E Yorks

humanoid

with'am'

obiect

FARGUS

People
If(/e welcome the following new Bufora members----elected at the Council meeting on
2 lnly 1977:

National: G N Appleby, A J Banks, P Boyles,

A Bullock, J R Casey, J A Daq M G Deacon,
J Downey, T T Duhig, A E Evans, R F Gaskell, P J Greenhalgh, R Gregory, P Hodgetts,
Miss J Horth, Rev E V Inglesby, K Lewis,
M Lynch, K McNeill, I M Mrzyglod, Miss

London: P J MacCarthy, S Parker, S Salmon,
Mrs J P Victor,

to-" 66"nties: C Andrews, J Covell, Mrs V Rothwell, D Lal-Sarin, D Smith, R D
J Hackinan, J Higgs, Miss S LaPlante, G Stally, G W Taylor, P W Teague, B Thrale,
Mincham, A Newland, R G Olsen-Asdal, A Urquhart, Miss T lfhitehouse, G \flilks.
D Osman, Mrs M Rose, Miss B A Scott,
P Shove, D Slade, P Stevens, Miss S J Swift,
Mrs C P G Townshend, Miss !0 M lfatts,
T Watt, Mrs M T rilfeaven.

5th

Overseas:

T

Kosaku.

Edition

Pub Dec
" FLYING SAUCERS :
An Analysis of the Air Force
PROJECT BLUE BOOK SPECIAL REPORT No. 14

Enlarged to 192 pages.

by Dr LroN DevrosoN
8$' x ll" paperbound.

1976

$s. 9s

This is the twentieth anniversary edition of this classic book, first published in 1956.
It contains the complete photocopy text of the infamous US Air Force Special Repmt,
No. 14 as first released in 1955, plus a selection of important tables and figures from that
original 1956 analysis is included, showing the statistical fallacies
of the study.

report. Dr Davidons's

Among the items netrly included in this Fifth Edition are . , . .
. . . . Complete repritrte of several articles by Dr Davidson, published

" ltr/HY I BELIEVE ADAMSKI " (1960). (!(/ith
Adamski to Dr Davidson).

* STUDY OF A PRE-1947 SIGHTING
sighting).

"

excerpts

in earlier years:

of letters from

George

(1958). (The Roerich 1927 Himalayan

* THE CIA BECOMES INVOLVED" (1958).

(Radio signals analysed byUS agencies).

*CAPT RUPPELT'S BOOK AND THE SECRET AGENCY" (1957). (TheCIA
mislead the Air Force).

. . . . Partial reprints of significant portions of two US Government publications:
" UFOs: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ". (Library of Congress, 1969).
" AIDS TO IDENTIFICATION OF FLYING OBJECTS." (US AirForce, 1968).

IN ADDITION all material from earlier editions is retained, including

a full photocopy
of AFR 200-2: many early USAF press releases: the Robertson Panel summary of 1953,
with letters from Capt Ruppelt and Dr Menzel; " An Open Letter to Saucer Researchers "
and " ECM*CIA:UFO," by Dr Davidson: the full 1965 and final 1969 Project Blue
Book Summary Reports; etc, etc.

AN ESSENTIAL BOOK FOR EVERY SAUCER

RESEARCHER'S LIBRARY!

Available at $5'95 (US) or equivalent, from booksellers everywhere (show this advert)
or sent by surface mail, post-paid, on receipt of an International Money Order or Banker's
Draft for $6. 50 (US), directly from publisher.
BLUE-BOOK PUBLISHERS, Room 7F,64 Prospect St, ttrfhite Plains, NY 10606, USA

,tl

personal Colurnn
SKYWATCII UFO DETECTOR: Suc-

cessful magnetic needle type detector incorporating latching circuit and audio alarm,
battery operated. {9.00. Stamped Addressed Envelope

for explanatory literature.

Malcolm lay, 102 Nelson Road, Chingford,

E4 9AS.

z

CASSETTE TAPES

ShTtquest cassetres

available as follows: UFOs

& YOU {2.65

($a'so;; UFos OVER ENGLAND {2.6s
($a'so); SKY EXPLORING-AROUND

POLARIS f,z.so ($4.2s); oUR SOLAR
SYSTEM f,z.50 ($4.25). All inc P & P. If
ordering two tapes deduct 20p: four tapes de-

duct 50p. Norman Oliver, rnas, Sh,yquest
(At),95 Taunton Road, London SEl2 8PA.

*SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF UFOS" (The
(The use of the word' successful' should not be
tahzn to mean you will automatically see a

UFO, but Malcolm's literatme DOES quote

names of pttrchasers who

hane*Ed.).

Condon Report):

{5.00 hardbadg {2.50

paperback, paid for good copies. Good condition FSRs bought. Lionel Beer, 15 Freshwater Court, Crawford Street, London !fllH
1HS.

Books and Leaflets
members

Tttlc

45p
30p
3op
3Op

Guide to the UFO Phenomenon
The Use of Analytical Instruments in the
Search for Extra-terrestrial Spacecraft
Dauid Viewing

fnvestigation Procedures
Trcoor Vhitahx
An Engineer's Look at UFO's
Leonard Crannp, ARAeS, MSIA
Articles of Association

{I.25

somc cases, only phoncopies of

Jounals can be supplied, at

65p
50p
50p
50p

(members only)

35p

]ournals as available
(In

non-members
(all post free)

cost,

50p

plus handling and

P

ft

P),

All the above publications are available post free from:

Arnold West, Bufoia Publications, 16 Southway, Burgess Hill,
RH15 9ST.

Sussex

THE BRITISII T'FO RESEARCII ASSOCIATION
Bufora Limited (by guarantee). Founded 1964. Registered Office: Hazelmont House,

Gregory Boulevard, Nottingham. Registered in London: 12349U. Incorporating the London
UFO Research Organisation, founded 1959, and the British UFO Association, founded 1962.
Aims: To encourage and promote unbiased scientific investigation and research into UFO
phenomena. To collect and disseminate evidence and data relating to UFOs. To co-ordinate
UFO research on a nationwide scale and to co-operate with people and organisations engaged on
similar research in all parts of the Vorld.
Membership : The annual subscription is {5 .00, $10 in the USA and Canada. Membership
is open to all who support the aims of the Association and whose application is approved by the
Executive Council. Application/information forms can be obtained frorn any officer.
Burnztt's Pinting lVoths, Clprus Rd, Burgess

Hill, lY Sussex. Tel. B. Hill

3126 (STD 044 46).

